
Challenge us with demanding tasks for the realization 
of exhibitions: We bridge the gap between visionary staging 
and excellent craftsmanship.

Museums and Exhibitions
Making Unusual Ideas Possible

• Swiss National Museum, Zurich



Do you desire an interactive multimedia, immersive sensory, or critical 
experience? We implement the designs of agencies, architects, set 
designers, and exhibition designers in an impressive manner – from 
individual showcase structures to the complete outfitting of a museum. 
Using our wealth of knowledge and well-thought-out planning, 
we develop modular base elements which can be found in different 
variations and guises in the exhibition concept. Modular structures 
ensure maximum flexibility, as well as time and cost optimization, 
particularly for alternating or traveling exhibitions.

Products and Services for a Unique Experience
In addition to spatial construction, we also offer a large number of other products and services that turn your 
exhibition into a true experience.

Exhibition furniture

Spatial 
construction

 Interactivity

Signage and 
visitor guidance

Graphics and 
lettering

Audio/video and 
multimedia

Lighting 
installations

Museum 
display cases and 
showcases

Exhibits and 
sculptures



Concept and 
consultation

Operations and
management

Dismantling 
and reuse

Comprehensive Service from A to Z
We support you with know-how and foresight through all phases of the project. You will benefit from being able 
to access many services from a single source, as our range of services includes everything from partial services to 
complete turnkey service.

What is your vision? Perhaps you are planning to inspire people with a presentation of artwork. Or maybe you 
would like to amaze them with an installation and give them something to think about. Whatever it is, we can 
help turn your vision into reality.

• Feasibility studies
• Concept development
• Cost analyses
• Standards and 

innovation
• Safety guidelines
• Organization and 

scheduling

• Project management 
and supervision

• Execution planning
• Interface planning
• Selection of materials/

components for specific 
duration of use

• Samples and 
proof-of-concept

• In-house production
• Modular components
• Assembly
• Test runs

• Commissioning
• Training and 

documentation
• Short and long-term 

operation
• Servicing and 

maintenance

• Sustainability concepts
• Reusable components
• Re-use of structures

Museum Structures with the Most Unusual Designs

• Museum Structures
• Permanent exhibitions
• Alternating and traveling exhibitions
• Special exhibitions
• Experiential and theme worlds
• Visitor centers and showrooms
• Building and artistic architecture

Coordination of all project phases

Planning and
implementation



nussli.com

Reference Projects
Quality consciousness, on-time completion, and the efficient use of materials are standard procedure with NUSSLI. 
Our own production facilities for carpentry, timber, and metal construction have proven a huge advantage in 
this respect. They are helpful to us in planning the construction of test structures and developing special solutions, 
as well as ensuring quality-conscious implementation.

Sasso San Gottardo themed exhibition, Gotthard

State Museum of Archaeology, Chemnitz

Qin Exhibition, Bern Historical Museum

Chocolat Frey Visitor Center, Buchs Tropenhaus Frutigen (Tropical Greenhouse)Kuwait exhibit, Expo Milano

German Football Museum, DortmundAlfa Romeo Museum, Arese

Hessian State Museum, Kassel

NUSSLI Group
information@nussli.com


